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ABTL Judicial Interview Project 
Judge Emile Elias (Los Angeles Superior Court, Central Civil West Courthouse) 
Interview by Sabrina Strong and Molly Lens 

Overview 

Judge Elias, a member of the Judicial Council of California and the supervising judge of 
the Complex Civil Litigation Panel, describes Central Civil West Courthouse (“CCW”) as a 
collaborative courthouse—a place where judges share ideas for efficiently resolving their 
pending cases.  Of the 400-plus cases on Judge Elias’s docket, the large majority involve 
asbestos-related litigation.  Although she does not permit parties to communicate directly with 
her research attorney, Judge Elias does permit questions of her clerk and, indeed, encourages 
such communications if, for example, the parties desire a conference call with the Court to see if 
motion practice can be obviated.  Judge Elias is putting all her cases on e-service; she 
recommends that attorneys get registered as soon as possible. 

Early Stages of Litigation 

 CCW cases are automatically stayed pending the first court conference.  According to 
Judge Elias, this is one of several differences between CCW judges’ approach to case 
management and what practitioners might have experienced at other courthouses.  Like her 
colleagues at CCW, Judge Elias manages her docket proactively.  For example, Judge Elias 
sometimes brings parties together to discuss objections to the complaint and to nudge them 
toward agreement on a single operative complaint before any demurrers are filed.  As another 
example, Judge Elias often asks counsel for both plaintiffs and defendants to identify their best 
case and to try it first as a bellwether case, to help ascertain settlement value. 

 For initial status conferences in class actions, Judge Elias uses the “Class Action Initial 
Status Conference Order” available on the Court’s website under “Tools for Litigators.”  Judge 
Elias will ask the parties whether similar cases are pending, including multidistrict litigation.  If 
there is an MDL, Judge Elias may speak with the federal judge, and where appropriate, she has 
stayed litigation to allow an MDL to move forward. 

Discovery 

 While CCW cases are automatically stayed at the outset, Judge Elias notes that attorneys 
can agree to proceed with discovery should they so desire.  As part of her active management, 
Judge Elias might invoke staging during discovery, such as authorizing discovery at only one of 
the defendant’s business locations in a wage-and-hour dispute.  Similarly, Judge Elias might 
speak with the parties to get consensus on the order of discovery (either by issue or discovery 
vehicle) and other frequently occurring issues (such as the date range for discovery). 

She expresses frustration over parties who require court involvement when scheduling 
depositions.  During depositions, she permits parties to call the Court, provided all parties 
consent.  Judge Elias also offers her jury room for depositions; she finds that this setting limits 
the need for her intervention. 
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Motion Practice and Ex Parte Applications 

 To avoid the formality of the courtroom, where she finds lawyers are more prone to 
posturing and rhetoric, Judge Elias likes to invite lawyers into her chambers or jury room to 
discuss the pending issues.  After the parties have had their discussion in this more relaxed—and, 
hopefully, candid—setting, Judge Elias may return to the courtroom if anything needs to be put 
on the record and, if necessary, she may permit argument on the record.  Conversely, she 
generally holds summary judgment arguments on the record.  Judge Elias does not issue tentative 
rulings. 

With respect to requests to file a brief that exceeds the page limits, Judge Elias 
encourages parties to be as concise as possible but recognizes that, in certain cases, extensions 
will be justified.  Judge Elias will consider a sur-reply if there is truly new material submitted in 
reply but observes that these circumstances are limited.   

As for ex parte applications, Judge Elias’s individual rules state, “ex parte papers should 
be filed by 3:00 p.m. the day before the ex parte is to be heard.  This enables the Court to read 
the papers prior to the arrival of counsel.”  Judge Elias requests that parties use discretion to limit 
their ex parte applications to those that are truly exigent, and explains that her policy of granting 
parties 16 days to notice a motion is designed to limit the number of ex parte applications.  As a 
general matter, ex parte hearings are not on the record.   

In lieu of an ex parte application, Judge Elias’s clerk will schedule a conference call with 
the Court if both parties consent.  Similarly, Judge Elias will consider a request to submit an 
issue through letter briefing, assuming again that both parties agree.  These practices are 
consistent with Judge Elias’s overall desire to streamline litigation.   

Oral Argument  

 While Judge Elias is generally impressed with the caliber of oral advocacy before her, 
she notes that some attorneys would be well served not to engage in argument with opposing 
counsel and to direct all statements to the bench.  But they should direct only their statements to 
the Court: Judge Elias would prefer that attorneys not actually point at the bench.  Judge Elias 
allows demonstratives during oral argument and often finds them helpful in complicated cases, 
including certain insurance disputes. 

Motions in Limine 

 Judge Elias encourages motions in limine but notes that MILs should be directed at 
evidentiary, not procedural, issues.  Judge Elias requires the moving party to satisfy the meet-
and-confer requirements before filing and may require the parties to confer again after the 
motions are fully briefed.  If a MIL requires a judicial decision, she will not necessarily rule on 
the motion before trial.  The briefing, however, enables Judge Elias to be prepared—and on 
alert—for these evidentiary issues during the trial. 
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Exhibits 

 Judge Elias prefers when counsel are consistent in their approach to exhibits.  She 
suggests that they use one set of exhibit numbers, mark exhibits sequentially during depositions, 
and stick to that original number at trial.  She also recommends that key documents get assigned 
early numbers, regardless of whether they are the first documents to be used during a deposition.  
Judge Elias explains that this procedure simplifies trial, allowing the trial exhibits to retain their 
original deposition exhibit number.  If the deposition exhibit and trial exhibit stay the same, 
jurors will not be unnecessarily confused by the presence of other exhibit numbers on the 
document itself, in deposition transcripts, or during deposition clips.   

Courtroom Technology 

 Judge Elias encourages attorneys to cooperate on technology—or “share their toys,” as 
she puts it.  She notes that we live in an electronic age and that technology can make a big 
impact on the jury.  Judge Elias requests that parties resolve objections to deposition testimony 
and edit any excerpts from videotaped depositions before trial. 

Bench Trials 

 Judge Elias explains that she conducts bench trials much like jury trials but that bench 
trials afford her more flexibility.  In bench trials, as she does in jury trials, Judge Elias permits 
opening statements and closing arguments, allows evidentiary objections, and appreciates 
demonstratives.  During a bench trial, Judge Elias will sometimes allow witnesses to be 
examined out of order and, unlike during a jury trial, she may ask questions herself of a witness.  
Judge Elias does not, however, permit parties to submit declarations in lieu of direct 
examination. 

Jury Deliberations 

 Judge Elias does not require attorneys to stay at the courthouse during deliberations.  If 
the jury has a question, she will circulate the questions in advance of a conference call with 
counsel. 

Settlement 

 If Judge Elias orders a settlement conference, she will likely request that another CCW 
judge play the mediator role.  She does the same for her CCW colleagues.  Judge Elias reminds 
attorneys of the special requirements for settling class actions, and notes that the court has 
promulgated materials to assist practitioners, including “Guidelines for Motions for Preliminary 
and Final Approval of Class Settlement” and checklists for the preliminary and final approval of 
class-action settlements.  These materials are available on the Court’s website under “Tools for 
Litigators.” 
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Budget Constraints 

 As a result of the grim budgetary picture, CCW now hears all class actions filed in L.A. 
Superior Court.  Judge Elias also notes that budgetary restrictions have forced all courtrooms in 
CCW to have more limited hours than in the past and that CCW, like many other courthouses, 
has lost staff. 


